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Abstract and negative bias for EFLINIO and IRF510 samples,

The paper presents results of isothermal and isochronal respectively. General conclusion from Figs. 2 and 3 is that the
annealing experiments on several types of gamma-ray temperature enhances interface-trap formation and oxide-trap
irradiatedcommercial n- and p-channel power VDMOSFETs. charge decay rates, but also ontributes to the passivation of
Besides enabling insight into the post-irradiation response of interface traps. Negative bias largely (but not completely)
investigated devices, obtained results elucidate some suppresses interface-wap formation and AN,,, decrease. In
interesting post-irradiation phenomena. EFLINIO samples, the so-called latent interface-trap buildup

(LIT'B) 41 is observed for both bias conditions. Mom details
about mechanisms responsible for LUB may be found

1. INTRODucTioN elsewhere 2, 5]. IRF510 samples exhibit non-latent increase

It is well known that, due to their fast switching speed, in AN,, followed at later annealing times by predominant
simplified input drive requirements, low noise and freedom passivation of interface traps.
from thermal instabilities, power VD)MOSFETs are an Fig 4 compares positive bias iso-chronal annealing data for
excellent hoice for use in electronics which may operate in EFLINIO and IRF510 samples. Interface bills build-up with
radiation envirorunents [1]. Since, on the other hand, temperature in both samples, with a sharp sudden peak in ANi,
commercial components are becoming increasingly popular after 200T in EFLINIO. Expectedly, higher temperatures act
nowadays, we have performed series of experiments to to anneal interface traps and decrease AN.,, the latter decrease
determine post-irradiation response of several types of coming at lower temperatures in IRF510. Figs. and 6 show
commercially available power VDMOSFETs. This paper the effects of bias during isochronal annealing. In general,
presents rsults of these experiments and discusses some post- interface traps are more readily formed under positive than
irradiation effects observed. under negative bias, and the most readily passivated under

zero bias. Note that an extreme care should be taken when

11. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS interpreting AN., isochronal annealing data (particularly when
determining trapped hole energy distributions), due to the

Several types of commercial VDMOSFETs were effects of trapped electrons which cannot be sensed separately
investigated: n-charinel EFLIN10 2 and IRF510, and p- by sub-threshold analysis 6]. This, as well as implications for
channel RJ7P6P I and R_F9520. EFL I N I is manufactured by hardness assurance, will be discussed at length in the fal
Ei-Microelectronics, Yugoslavia, and all other devices are paper.

manufactured by Harris Semiconductors. Ile devices were Figs. 7 and show bias and temperature dependencies,
irradiated at room temperature with Co-60 gamma rays to the respectively, of AN. and AN,, during isothermal annealing of
total dose D. = 200 Gy at the dose rate DR = 003 Gy(Si)/S. p-channel RFP6PI0 samples. Similar trends were observed in
The gate bias (V,,) during irradiation was 10V. Irradiated IRF9520 smples (note that p-channel VDMOSFETs haven't
samples were subjected to isothermal annealing with positive been studied so extensively in the literature as n-channel
and negative bias at several temperatures (1000C, 1400C and devices). Figs. 7 and clearly demonstrate that formation and
170'C), and to isochronal annealing with positive, negative passivation of interface traps are simultaneous processes.
and zero ias. Temperature step during isochronal anneal'

mg Namely, it was a common practice to study these processes
was 20'C and duration of exposure to each temperature was separately. Indeed Figs. 7 and confirm that at certain
10 minutes. Transistors were characterized for their threshold conditions (lower temperature and/or positive bias) interface-
voltage shift (AVT) and densities of radiation-induced oxide-
trap charge (ANJcm-'J) and interface traps (ANi, [CM-2]) Uing trap formation dominates. Oppositely, at other conditions
the subthreshold technique of McWhorter and Winokur 3). (higher temperature and/or negative bias) passivation is

predominant. However, at some conditions there is a complex
interplay between formation and passivation of interface-

111. RESULTS AND DSCUSSION traps, resulting in AN,, increase, followed by decrease at later

Fig. 1. shows AVT during isothermal annealing for annealing times (see Figs. 2 3 7 and 8). No odel for
EFLIN10 and IRF510 samples. While both types of devices interface-trap post-irradiation behavior can explain this effect
exhibit rebound of a similar magnitude at almost the same better than the recently proposed H-W model 7 Very
time, their AV, behavior is markedly different. Figs. 2 and 3 briefly, the H-W model assumes diffusion and cracking of
show AN., and ANi, during isothermal annealing with positive radiation-induced H, in the oxide, and subsequent fortnation
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of interface traprs by H rtaction at the Si-SiO, interface -e Fig= 3 IRF510 samples (n-channel)� ANot (open syrnbols) an,
simultaneous passivation of interface traps is attributed to HO ANit (solid symbols) during isothermal annealing with positive aw
reaction at the interface. The way hydrogen-related species are negative bs a two different emperarures.

incorporated into the gate oxide and adjacent sructures poly-

Si gate, VD oxide) and quantity of these species detemines

the details of post-irra�n response (for example Latent

versus non-latent interface UV buildup). Hydrogen hopped in

the dtvice package avities may also play a role [8).
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Figure 1: EFLINIO and IRF510 samples (n-chamel): AVT during
isothermal annealing with VGS=+IOV at two different
temperatures.
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Figure 2: EFLINIO samples (n-channel): AN(I (open symbols) and
ANij (solid symbols) during isothermal annealing with positive and
negative bias at two different temperatures.
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Figure 4: EFLINIO and IRF510 samples 0-channel): ANot (open
symbols) and ANit (solid symbols) during isochronal annealing with
VGS = +10 V.
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Figure 5: EFLINIO samples (n-channel): Not (open symbols) and Figure 6 IRFSIO smples (n-channel): ANot (open symbols) and
ANit (solid symbols) during isochronal annealing with positive, zero ANit (solid symbols) during isochronal annealing with positive, zero
and negative bias. and negative bias.
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Figure 7 RFP6P1O samples (p-channel) ANot (open symbols) and Figure 8: RFP6PIO samples (p-channel): Not (open symbols) and
ANt (solid symbols) during isothermal annealing at 1400C with ANit (solid symbols) during isothermal annealing with VGS = +IO V
positive and negative bias. at three different temperatures.
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